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A constructive critique of neuropsychological research on
human consciousness and religious experience that
applies the thought of Bernard Lonergan. Brain,
Consciousness, and God is a constructive critique of
neuroscientific research on human consciousness and
religious experience. An adequate epistemology—a
theory of knowledge—is needed to address this topic, but
today there exists no consensus on what human
knowing means, especially regarding nonmaterial
realities. Daniel A. Helminiak turns to twentieth-century
theologian and philosopher Bernard Lonergan’s
breakthrough analysis of human consciousness and its
implications for epistemology and philosophy of science.
Lucidly summarizing Lonergan’s key ideas, Helminiak
applies them to questions about science, psychology,
and religion. Along with Lonergan, eminent theorists in
consciousness studies and neuroscience get deserved
detailed attention. Helminiak demonstrates the reality of
the immaterial mind and, addressing the Cartesian
“mind-body problem,” explains how body and mind
could make up one being, a person. Human
consciousness is presented not only as awareness of
objects, but also as self-presence, the self-conscious
experience of human subjectivity, a spiritual reality.
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Lonergan’s analyses allow us to say exactly what
“spiritual” means, and it need have nothing to do with
God. “This book makes a seminal contribution to the
psychology of religion and is on the cutting edge of the
growing interest in the spiritual dimensions of human
beings. Daniel Helminiak writes knowledgeably about
neurobiology, psychotherapy, philosophy, and even
psychedelic experience. His chapter on the ‘God’
concept is a tour de force and worth the price of the
entire book. Once I started this book, I could barely put it
down.” — Stanley Krippner, Saybrook University “This is
an amazing book. It is both lucid and brilliant. Deeply
informed by Bernard Lonergan’s systematic treatment of
human knowing as a composite of experience,
understanding, and judgment, Daniel Helminiak
masterfully places study of spirituality within the selftranscending dimension of the human mind and in so
doing differentiates and interrelates neuroscience,
psychology, spirituality, and theology.” — Ralph W. Hood,
University of Tennessee at Chattanooga “In this book,
magnificently and comprehensively Helminiak struggles
toward an integrated perspective on the unfolding of the
universe. Focused on humanity, his topic is actually the
origins and dynamics of human yearning. As best he
can, he meets contemporary theorists on their own
ground and repeatedly nudges their thinking toward a
more coherent position. The result cuts both ways. It
challenges students of Lonergan who underappreciate
natural and social processes, and it challenges natural
and social scientists who seek a science of mind while
subtly sidestepping their inquiring selves. Yet Helminiak
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presents only a seedling. Its full bloom would be
Lonergan’s new, global, omnidisciplinary science,
envisaged in Method. It does, indeed, qualify as Patricia
Churchland’s sought ‘real humdinger of a solution.’” —
Philip McShane, author of Randomness, Statistics and
Emergence “Intense, yet lucidly clear, this work by
Daniel Helminiak provides a sequel to Michael H.
McCarthy’s The Crisis of Philosophy. Helminiak turns a
laser on the crisis and not only exposes significant
counterpositions, but also offers a solution using the
intellectual epistemology of Bernard Lonergan. Worth a
read by anyone seeking real explanation rather than
mere description, this work invites readers to be weaned
from picture-thinking to claim the reality of their
intelligence, whatever their field.” — Carla Mae Streeter,
Aquinas Institute of Theology
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This beautifully illustrated, elegantly written textbook
pairs the best research on the biochemical properties
and physiological effects of medicinal plants with a
fascinating history of their use throughout human
civilization, revealing the influence of nature's
pharmacopeia on art, war, conquest, and law. By
chronicling the ways in which humans have cultivated
plant species, extracted their active chemical ingredients,
and investigated their effects on the body over time,
Nature's Pharmacopeia also builds an unparalleled
portrait of these special herbs as they transitioned from
wild flora and botanical curiosities to commodities and
potent drugs. The book opens with an overview of the
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use of medicinal plants in the traditional practices and
indigenous belief systems of people in the Americas,
Africa, Asia, and ancient Europe. It then connects
medicinal plants to the growth of scientific medicine in
the West. Subsequent chapters cover the regulation of
drugs; the use of powerful plant chemicals—such as
cocaine, nicotine, and caffeine—in various medical
settings; and the application of biomedicine's intellectual
frameworks to the manufacture of novel drugs from
ancient treatments. Geared toward nonspecialists, this
text fosters a deep appreciation of the complex chemistry
and cultural resonance of herbal medicine, while
suggesting how we may further tap the vast repositories
of the world's herbal knowledge to create new
pharmaceuticals.

This custom edition is published for the University of
Queensland. The material included in this custom
edition has been specifically chosen from Pinel and
Barnes' Introduction to Biopsychology Global edition,
9th edition to meet your course requirements
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For courses in Physiological Psychology and
Biopsychology. A student-focused approach to how
the central nervous system governs behaviour
Biopsychology, 11th Edition presents a clear,
engaging introduction to the discipline through a
unique combination of biopsychological science and
personal, reader-oriented discourse. Addressing
students directly, authors John Pinel and Steven
Barnes interweave the fundamentals of the field with
clinical case studies, social issues, personal
implications, useful metaphors, and memorable
anecdotes. The 11th Edition incorporates two new
emerging themes ("thinking about epigenetics" and
"consciousness") and includes up-to-date coverage
of recent developments in the field.
Pinel's textbook presents the fundamentals of the
study of the biology of behaviour and makes the
topics personally and socially relevant to the student.
A key feature of 'Introduction to Biopsychology' is its
combination of biopsychological science and
personal, reader-oriented discourse.
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Christianity needs powerful voices in today's world,
voices from strong leaders guided by God and
devoted to Christ. Spiritual Leadership will
encourage you to place your talents and powers at
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His disposal so you can become a leader used for
His glory. . " " "
Pinel's textbook presents the fundamentals of the study of the
biology of behaviour and makes the topics personally and
socially relevant to the student. A key feature of
'Biopsychology' is its combination of biopsychological science
and personal, reader-oriented discourse.
Drawing from the latest research and developments from the
field, Brannon/Updegraff/Feist's HEALTH PSYCHOLOGY:
AN INTRODUCTION TO BEHAVIOR AND HEALTH, 10e,
delivers balanced coverage of the cognitive, behavioral and
biological approaches to health psychology. Extremely reader
friendly and popular with majors and nonmajors alike, this
market leader features an engaging writing style, a variety of
learning tools and a wealth of visuals. Diversity in health
psychology is emphasized throughout. New coverage
includes the COVID-19 pandemic, the dangers of ecigarettes, the Type D personality as a risk for heart disease,
the brain disease model of alcoholism, the impact of exercise
on sleep and more. Real World Profiles illustrate chapter
concepts in the context of the lives of actual people, and an
author-curated list of websites provides trusted resources for
exploring on your own. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
"Biopsychology, 9/e, introduces the study of the biology of
behavior; that is, the neural mechanisms of psychological
processes in the central nervous system. This program
combines biopsychogical science and student-oriented
discussion, interweaving the basics of this specialized field
with clinical case studies and exploring the personal and
social implications that arise. The author encourages
interactive learning and creative thinking. His clear and
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engaging presentation makes the material personally and
socially relevant to readers." -Publisher.
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Gender: Psychological Perspectives synthesizes the latest
research on gender to help students think critically about the
differences between research findings and stereotypes,
provoking them to examine and revise their own
preconceptions. The text examines the behavioral, biological,
and social context in which women and men express
gendered behaviors. The text’s unique pedagogical program
helps students understand the portrayal of gender in the
media and the application of gender research in the real
world. Headlines from the news open each chapter to engage
the reader. Gendered Voices present true personal accounts
of people's lives. According to the Media boxes highlight
gender-related coverage in newspapers, magazines, books,
TV, and movies, while According to the Research boxes offer
the latest scientifically based research to help students
analyze the accuracy and fairness of gender images
presented in the media. Additionally, Considering Diversity
sections emphasize the cross-cultural perspective of gender.
This text is intended for undergraduate or graduate courses
on the psychology of gender, psychology of sex, psychology
of women or men, gender issues, sex roles, women in
society, and women’s or men’s studies. It is also applicable
to sociology and anthropology courses on diversity. Seventh
Edition Highlights: 12 new headlines on topics ranging from
gender and the Flynn effect to gender stereotyping that
affects men Coverage of gender issues in aging adults and
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transgendered individuals Expanded coverage of diversity
issues in the US and around the globe, including the latest
research from China, Japan, and Europe More tables, figures,
and photos to provide summaries of text in an easy-to-absorb
format End-of-chapter summaries and glossary Suggested
readings for further exploration of chapter topics Companion
website at www.routledge.com/cw/Brannon containing both
instructor and student resources
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The Routledge Handbook of Visual Impairment
examines current debates as well as cross-examining
traditionally held beliefs around visual impairment. It
provides a bridge between medical practice and social
and cultural research drawing on authentic
investigations. It is the intention of this Handbook to
provide an opportunity to engage with academic
researchers who wish to ensure a coherent and rigorous
approach to research construction and reflection on
visual impairment that is in collaboration with, but
sometimes is beyond, the medical realm. This Handbook
is divided into ten thematic areas in order to represent
the wide range of debates and concepts within visual
impairment. The ten themes include: cerebral visual
impairment; education; sport and physical exercise;
assistive technology; understanding the cultural
aesthetics; socio-emotional and sexual aspects of visual
impairment; orientation, mobility, habitation, and
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rehabilitation; recent advances in "eye" research and
sensory substitution devices; ageing and adulthood. The
27 chapters that explore the social and cultural aspects
of visual impairment can be taken and used in a variety
of different ways in order to promote research and
generate debate among practitioners and scholars who
wish to use this resource to inform their practice in
supporting and developing positive outcomes for all.
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